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Presidene s Report
Richard H. Salz
60 Twenty-seventh Ave.,
San Francisco, Calif. 94121
The following is of significance to those
collectors who keep their kin in the dark
regarding their stamp collections: A no-bid
lot in the Fourth Mail Sale was' returned
to the vendor; the lot was then sent back
to the auction committee with the following
note-uMy husband died of a heart attack,
but as I do not understand what this stamp
transaction was about I am returning the
stamp. Sincerely
". Such lack of
knowledge on the part of the surviving
spouse is most unfortunate and could lead
to a large financial loss on the rest of the
collection.
- In a more pleasant vein it pleases me to
have received some nice notes accompanying remittances: "Thanks very much for the
auction committee's efforts in the sale, and
to all others concerned for making the study
group number one in the field." u... arrived
(Continued

on page 7)

Mail Sale No. 5
The fifth CZSG mail sale will be
held on Oct. 13, 1976. Members only
may submit lots between June 7 and
July 17. Send your material .to G.
W. Stilwell, 377 Rolling Rock Rd.,
Mountainside, N. J. 07092. Certificates necessary on all Scott Nos. 1, 2,
3, and 15.

r-----------------,
MEETING NOTICES
At WESTPEX '76 on Saturday,
April 24, 1976 at 1:00 P.M., Jack Tar
Hotel, San Francisco, Calif. For details write to R. H. Salz, 60-27th Ave.,
San Francisco, Calif. 94121.
At INTERPHIL '76 on Monday,
May 31, 1976 at 2:00 P.M., Philadelphia Civic Center, Philadelphia, Pa.
For details write to G. Stilwell, 377
Rolling Rock Road, Mountainside,
N.J. 07092.
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Collect Canal Zone
By Gilbert N. Plass
Canal Zone stamps were first issued in June 1904 shortly after the United States began
administering the affairs of the Zone. Only 263 postage stamps have been issued in the 72
years since then or an average of less than 4 stamps per year. The last commemorative issue
was in 1964 for the fiftieth anniversary of the Panama Canal. Since then only 15 regular
stamps have been issued or approximately 3 new stamps per year. Does any other modern
country have such a conservative new issue policy?
This conservative new issue policy is i\!st
fairly primitive presses with numerous varione of many reasons that attract philatelists
to Canal Zone stamps. Other important rea- eties or appreciates the beauty of modern
sons include that fact that these stamps multicolored engraved stamps printed by a
were issued by a United States Agency; Giori press, all of these are found on Canal
were sold in United States currency or Zone stamps. Its stamps can be divided according to five different periods of producequivalent; have great historic interest; em- tion.
brace various periods ranging from crude
The first period consists of the hurriedly
handstamps to modern multicolored engraved stamps; exist in very sr.lall quantities handstall1pecistamps of the first issue (Scott
in many cases; have a considerable invest- Nos. 1-3). The basic stamps had originally
ment potential; include many errors and been issued by Colombia for the Department
varieties, all legitimately produced. Let us of Panama. They were then overprinted by
Panama when it obtained its independence
consider these points more fully.
Canal Zone stamps were issued by an and then were finally handstamped for the
independent Government Agency of the Canal Zone. These handstamps have been
United States and thus belong in every extensi~ely forged; the collector needs conUnited States collection. All of the stamps siderable experience to tell the good from
issued since July 1904 have been sold for the bad. An expert certificate should always
be obtained in case of doubt.
United States currency or its equivalent.
For a short period from July to December
Collectors are sometimes confused about this
since the Panama overprinted issues, Scott 1904, the Canal Zone used overprinted
by the
Nos. 9 - 69, have the denomination in the United States stamps prepared
balboas and centesimos of Panama. How- Bureau of Engraving and Printing. Only
ever, at this time this currency was equiva- 7,856 copies were sold of the 1O¢ value.
lent on a one to one basis with United States Needless to say, very fine copies are diffidollars and cents. The Canal Zone post office cult to find after all these years.
The third period of Canal Zone stamps is
always considered a basic stamp marked two
centesimos as a two cent stamp. The first from December 1904 to June 1924. Panama
issue of 1904 is the only exception. The de- supplied the basic stamps, which at first
nomination is expressed in Panamanian sil- consisted of its overprinted stamps, but later
ver on this issue, i.e. the 10 centavo stamp comprised engraved st(lmps prepared especir
ally for Panama. These stamps were oversold for 5¢ U. S.
Canal Zone stamps have genuine historic printed CANAL ZONE either in the Canal
interest and significance. Many of them Zone itself or by the American Bank Note
show actual scenes of the building of the Company in New York.
The fourth period lasted from July 1924
canal and the men connected with this work.
The earlier Panama stamps used for over- to as late as 1939 and is characterized by
printing up to 1924 show many important the use of United States stamps overprinted
by the Bureau of Engraving and Printing
men in the history of that country together
with pictorial scenes of Panama and of the in Washington. Extremely small quantities
were issued of some of these stamps. For.
building of the canal.
example, only 10,000 copies of Scott No. 81,
Whether one likes to study crude handstamps and overprinted stamps printed on
(Continued on page 4)
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Detailed List of Canal Zone Stamps
By Gilbert N. Plass
(Continued from page 28 of last issue)
A revised version of this detailed check list will appear at the end of our Canal Zone
handbook. We want it to include all known Canal Zone varieties. Broken letters are mentioned provided that evidence can be found that they are constant; they are not given separate numbers in the check list. Please send your Editor information on any variety not included. You wiII want your stamps included.
The first draft of the manuscript of the handbook is now 90% completed. The first part
of the handbook will give the background story of the various stamp issues together with
official documentation. The second part will consist of the revised version of this detailed
check list. It is hoped that the first draft can be finished in the next couple of months and
that the final draft can then be completed quickly.
One Cent on Twenty Centavos, No. 16B (Continued)
There is a broken 0 in ZONE on Pas. 9 and 59; a broken N in left PANAMA on Pos.
20,70,43, and 93; broken P in right PANAMA on Pas. 48 and 98.

Display advertising
from
members
only at theacce~ted
following
ratesCZSG
per
insertion:
one colunm, two inches
$ 6.00
Two Cents on One Peso, No. 17
one column, five inches
12.50
Map of Panama, lake. First printing: lower space 1~ mm; upper space 3* mm. Issued:
two columns, five inches
20.00
March
1906. Total issued: 200,000.
No larger advertisements than above are acVarieties:
cepted. Remittance must accompany copy.
1. Accent on one or more As of the words PANAMA (occurs 24 times in each
Deadline for ads the first day of Jan., Apr.,
July, Oct. Send all manuscripts and ad C0Py
sheet). See complete listing of combinations of accents in Vol. 7, p. 16 (1971).
to the Editor.
2. One to four dots (work-up) between Z and 0 of ZONE. Pas. 12 and 62. (on
SubSCriptions are $5.00 per year which insome sheets only).
cludes membership in the Canal Zone Study
3. Bar (work-up) before right PANAMA. Pos. 29 and 79. (4000)
Group. Subscriptions, changes of address,
4. Two dots or bar (work-up) between N and A of CANAL. Pos. 42 and 92. (4000)
and complaints of non-delivery should be
5. Two bars at bottom, due to vertical shift.
sent to the Secretary, Alfred R. Bew, 29 S.
South Carolina Ave., Atlantic City, N. J.
6. Bar at bottom only, due to vertical shift.
08401.
7. Two bars at bottom and one at top, due to vertical shift.
Copyright 1976
The Canal Zone' Study Group
There is a broken L in CANAL on some copies from Pos. 19 and 69, broken N in
CANAL on Pos. 32 and 82, and a broken N in ZONE on Pos. 47 and 97.

Auctions

Two Cents on One Peso, 17A
Map of Panama, lake. Second printing: lower space 1 mm; upper space 2~ mm. Issued:
May, 1906. Total issued: 200,000.
a. Double surcharge (second surcharge is light).
Varieties:
1. Accent on one or more As of the words PANAMA (occurs 70 times on each
sheet). See complete listing of combinations of accents in Vol. 7, p. 16 (1971).
2. Dropped first A in left PANAMA. Pos. 2 and 52. (4000)
3. Dropped PA in right PANAMA. Pos. 26 and 76. (4000)
4. Raised last A in right PANAMA. Pos. 27 and 77. (4000)
5. Short first A in left PANAMA and dropped first A in right PANAMA. Pas. 32
and 82. (4000)
6. 1 mm between Z and 0 of ZONE instead of normal 0.5 mm. Pas. 36 and 86
(4000)
There is a broken 0 in ZONE on Pas. 9 and 59 and a broken N in left PANAMA
on Pos. 20, 70, 43, and 93.

More Canal Zone stamps were offered at
auction during the fall quarter than have
been available for some time. Prices advanced noticeably for all the better grade
material, especially the better errors and
varieties, booklet panes, and postal stationery. The largest amount of material was in
our own CZSG group auction and snme of
the prices realized are in the following list.
As mentioned in our President's Report, this
material brought 84% of catalogue price,
which is an excellent realization considering
that some stamps in poor condition and also
more common material is included in the
total.
Among the rarities sold during the quar- Two Cents on One Peso, No. 17B
ter was a copy of No. 15 which brought Map of Panama, lake. Third printing: lower space 2* - 3~ mm; upper space 2 mm.
$725 in our CZSG auction against a cata- Issued: September, 1906. Total issued: 50,000.
1. Accent on one or more As of the words PANAMA (occurs 71 times on each
logue of $600. Only 5 copies have been recorded of Scott No. 23h, 2¢ with double
sheet). See complete listing of combinations of accents in Vol. 7, p. 16 (1971).
2. 1* mm between 2 and cts. instead of normal 2¥.! - 3¥.! mm. Pos. 1 and 51.
overprint, one with diagonal ZONE
CANAL. A copy in the CZSG auction
(1000)
,
brought $625 compared to a catalogue of,
3. 1¥.! mm between 2 and cts. instead of norm1ll2¥.! -3¥.! mm and inverted N in
$600.
left PANAMA. (1000)
,
4. Inverted V for final A in left PANAMA. Pas. 7 !IIld57. (lOOO)
Just a few unused copies of Nos. C08-12
are known. Wolffers offered one of No.
5. 1 mm between Z' and 0 (spaced Z 0) of ZONE instead of normal ¥.! mm.
C09 which brought $575. Robson Lowe in
Pas. 36 and 86. (1000)
their Bermuda sale qffered a pair of No.
6. CANAL 13~ mm long instead of normal 12~ mm and 2 slightly below line.
Pas. 50 and 100. (1000)
C25a on cover which sold for $950.
7. Two bars at bottom, due to vertical shift.
The following list has been arranged by
8. Bar at bottom only, due to vertical shift. '
Scott catalogue number. After this number
9. Two bars at bottom and one at top, due to vertical shift.
is the price realized. The catalogue price as
10. Two bars at top, due to vertical shift.
listed in the auction catalogue is given in
11. Bar at top only, due to vertical shift.
llarenthesis. All items are unused and with-
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. on the numbers known to exist of the var12. Two bars at top and one at bottom, due to vertical shift.
The lower serif of the 2 is broken off and the upper serif is slightly broken on Pos. ious errors as developed by the Canal Zone
8 and 58. There is a broken 0 in ZONE on Pos. 9 and 59; a broken N in left PANAMA on Study Group.
Prices for stamps on cover have been
Pos. 20, 70, 43, and 93; broken P in right PANAMA on Pos. 48 and 98.
eliminated for the modem issues, i.e. after
(Continued in next issue)
No. 105 and for all airmail stamps except
Zone varieties and the postal stationery and No. C2. First day covers are listed for all
Auctions proofs are only priced and listed in the postal issues, but strangely not for airmails
(Continued from page 2)
Specialized, all comparisons in this review after No. C36. The prices for plate blocks
out serious defects unless mentioned other- are with the 1975 Specialized.
have been thoroughly revised with some
wise. All prices have been rounded to the
Once again there are a considerable num- large increases. These are now more fairly
nearest dollar.
ber of price revisions, although not as many priced in terms of actual rarity.
This is unquestionably the best priced
Scott No.1, $165 ($140) CZSG; la, used, as the previous year. The total catalogue
$260 ($275) CZSG; 2, $93 ($75) CZSG; value of a complete unused Canal Zone col- listing of Canal Zone stamps and is extreme2 on cover, $160 ($175) Apfelbaum; 3, n. lection of the major numbers including Type ly valuable as a basic listing of the many
g., $115 ($115) CZSG; 3 used on piece, A34 (the used prices are taken for those errors and varieties. Our own CZSG De$100 ($95) CZSG; 4 - 8, f.-v.f., $80 ($119)
officials that are not priced in unused con- tailed Check List gives a listing of more
Apfelbaum.
dition) is now $5190 against $4830 in last minor varieties that can not be included in
No. lOb, n.g., $385 ($400) CZSG; 12c, year's catalogue. A complete collection of a general catalogue. The Scott listing has
$185 ($140) CZSG; 13a in block of 4, $63 the major numbers of envelopes has in- been developed over many years in coopera($65) CZSG; 13b in block of 4, $53 ($53)
creased from $1214 to $1311, of postal tion with the CZSG. All serious collectors
CZSG; 14b, $95 ($110) CZSG; 18, used, cards from $662 to $771. The price of the need a copy of this catalogue.
$26 ($20) Kelleher; 18-20, $38 ( $46) post office seals is unchanged. A complete
Lantern Slide Show
Apfelbaum; 22e, $80 ($60) CZSG.
collection of the proofs is now listed at
The
CZSG
meeting at WESTPEX '76
No. 24c, $140 ($125) CZSG; 32a, sl. $15,450.. Since several are priced for the
horiz. bend bet. stamps, $130 ($100) CZSG; first time, this figure can not be compared will be highlighted by a lantern slide show
36, Block of 4, $5 ($7) Mozian; 3ge, $160 with that of last year. A complete collection of Panama Canal views photographed be($100) Wolffers; 46, $140 ($80) CZSG; of all the listed errors and varieties of the tween 1882 and 1915. These lantern slides,
46b, block of 4, $275 ($375) CZSG; 47, stamps (which no one has ever put to- forerunners of today's 35 rom color transused, $45 ($60) Kenedi; 48, $365 ($300)
gether!) has increased from $95,402 to parencies, are made by printing the negeZSG.
$100,051. In each case the total from last ative on a piece of glass measuring 31Ax 4",
Nos. 49-51, $25 ($21) CZSG; 52, $10 year's catalogue has been adjusted by add- then a cover glass is placed on top and the
( $5) CZSG; 52a, $53 ($55) CZSG; 54, ing in the current price of items which edges bound with gummed tape. The lantrop. gum, f, $43 ($40) CZSG; 55a, dull were not priced in 1975, so that the totals tern slides are in black and white; or if
can be readily compared between the two colored they are hand-painted. This presengum, $48 ($55) Wolffers; 56a, $90 ($100)
years.
tation is an opportunity to-see the wondereZSG; 57, $85 ($70) CZSG.
The catalogue value of Nos. 4 - 8 has in- ful photography accomplished at the turn
No. 58, $120 ($110) Apfelbaum; 58,
used, $67 ($70) CZSG; 59, $73 ($55) creased from $119.50 to $135.50. A number of the century as well as having a first-hand
eZSG; 62a, pair, $35 ($24) CZSG; 67, of the errors of the 1906 Hamilton Bank look at the tremendous construction job
used, $83 ($75) CZSG; 67a, $270 ($275)
Note issue have increased substantially. The performed by the canal builders.
-R. H. Salz
CZSG; A34, 5¢-$1, 1924, prepared for use, extremely rare No. 47, 2¢ Type III, unused
hut not issued, set of 7, $310 ($280) CZSG. goes from $500 to $600. The scarce No. 57,
Air Mail Rate
5¢ Type V unused increases from $70 to
No. 7lb in sheet of 100, $53 ($70)
When
air
mail service was inaugurated
$80.
No.
37
goes
from
$10
to
$15.
The
Mozian; 7le + 73a, $40 ($45) Schiff; 86h
seldom seen Type A34 set of 7 prepared for on February 10, 1929 between the Canal
in pair with normal, perfs. cut, $105 ($100)
eZSG; 97b, $68 ($65) CZSG; lOla, $46 use, but not issued, increases from $280 to Zone and Miami, the rate was set at 25¢
( $25) H. R. Harmer; 115c, booklet with 2 $315. No. 81, $1 Hat A, goes from $75 to per half ounce in addition to regular postage
$85. No. 94, 50¢ sharp A, increases from of 2¢ per ounce. In March or April 1929
panes, $65 ($80) Heiman; 117b, $28 ($22)
eZSG; 120-135 $38 ($42) Apfelbaum and $75 to $80. The scarce booklet pane No. the rate was put on a Hat basis of 25¢ per
eZSG.
97b goes from $65 to $90. The air post of- half ounce. The American Air Mail CataNo. C2, $36 ($35) CZSG; C6-14, $10 ficials Type II used, Nos. C08-12, go from logue states that the rate was changed on
( $8) eZSG; C15-20, $27 ($30) CZSG; $595 to $640. The first postage dues Nos. March 20, 1929. Recently a cover has been
C25a, gum wrinkles, $300 ($300) CZSG; J1 - 3 increase from $137.50 to $162.50. found dated April 6, 1929 and marked first
}3, f.-v.f., block of 4, $270 ($300) Morian; Nos. J12 - 20 increase from $164.50 to use of 25¢ rate. Are any earlier covers
known? Please advise your Editor.
JI2-14, $85 ($115) Apfelbaum; 08, used, $188.25. The 50¢ official Type lA, No. 08,
used increases from $250 to $300. There are
$270 ($300) H. R. Harmer.
No. UX2c, $78 ($60) Mozian; UX5, used, many price changes in the postal stationery
items. All of the proofs are priced for the
GIVING up?
$260 ($150) CZSG.
first time.
Plate blocks of 6: No.5, reinforced, $260
You really shouldn't.
Many old-timers will be amazed at how
($140) CZSG; 73, $48 ($35) CZSG; 86,
But if you are, I will be interested in
high
some
of
these
prices
are.
Yet
the
auc$55 ($35) CZSG; J19, $97 ($50) CZSG.
tions this fall have shown that the better
buying whatever you have. Also, all
other U. S. Administration.
material in good condition sells in many
1976 Scott Specialized Catalogue cases near to and over catalogue value. Thus
ASDA
CZSG
APS
The new Scott Specialized Catalogue ap- it seems certain that there will need to be
further
increases
in
the
future.
It
is
difficult
peared on schedule in December. The prices
Leland J. Spaulding
of Canal Zone material are now revised to price the rarer Canal Zone errors as they
P. O. Box 2844
twice a year, both in this catalogue and in do not usually sell very often just by virtue
Santa Rosa, Calif. 95405
Vol. I of the Standard Catalogue issued in of their rarity. The Scott prices seem to be
July. Since a considerable number of Canal very fair on the whole and are partly based
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one reason for the steady increase in value
of these stamps through the years. A complete collection of the major numbers in unused condition (the used prices are taken
for those officialsthat are not priced unused)
catalogued $676 in 1962. This had risen to
$1392 in 1968, $3067 in 1973, and $5190
in 1976. This corresponds to an annual
growth of 16% compounded from 1962 to
the present and 18%per year compounded
from 1968 to the present. This consistent
growth has occw:red in a decade in which
the average stock has shown no increase in
price. Of course, past performance is never
a certain indicator of future investment potential. However, the small quantities that
exist, together with increasing demand as
more United States collectors become interested in Canal Zone stamps, indicates an exPostally Used No. 08
Only 10 panes of 100 stamps were over- cellent future potential.
The three scarcest Canal Zone stamps in
printed for Scott No. 08, the 50¢ official
stamp in Type lA. It is believed that all 10 unused condition are Nos. 47, 67, and 15.
panes were sent to the Philatelic Agency No. 15 is the only one of these where we
and cancelled to order. This postmark is know the exact quantity sold, exactly 400
easy to recognize as it has a single wavy copies. The other two stamps are certainly
line above and below the words BALBOA scarcer than this in unused condition. It has
HEIGHTS CANAL ZONE which appear in been estimated that only about 50 or 60
a straight line. No postally used copies of unused copies exist of No. 47 and probably
this stamp have ever been reported nor an less than half of these have gum. Probabunused example. Scott continues to list this ly about 200 unused copies exist of No. 67,
stamp on cover, but there is no record that but a majority of these are off-center.
Many collectors find the numerous Canal
such exists. Please advise your Editor if you
have a cover or a postally used example of Zone errors a fascinating study. There has
No. 08.
never been any suspicion or evidence that
any of these errors after the first issue were
APO Covers with Canai Zone
produced for collectors. We wiII never know
the complete story of the handstamped
Stamps
Garry Weiss sends the following informa- first issue, which had to be produced in only
tion from the War Cover Club Bulletin a few days. How many of these errors are
(June-July, 1975) which is of interest to the natural result of handstamping so many
Canal Zone collectors. Occasionally APO stamps and how many might have been
mail originating in Ecuador, Peru, and made for philatelists is impossible to determine.
Chile is found with Canal Zone stamps' and
The PANAMA overprint on the stamps
postmarked in addition at Albrook Field,
Canal Zone. The reason is that the Albrook of 1904 - 1906 was applied under relativelyField services mail for the following APO primitive conditions in a printing shop in
offices: APO N. Y. 09879, Quito, Ecuador; Panama. The number of errors does not
APO N. Y. 09865, Lima, Peru; APO N. Y. seem any more than those that occurred
later in overprinting a similar nUmber of
09869, Santiago, Chile.
stamps in our own Bureau of Engraving and
Collect Canal Zone Printing. Various varieties occurred on the
PANAMA overprint because of the different
(Continued from page 1)
type fonts that had to be' used to complete
$1 Hat A, were sold and only 13,533 copies the overprint plate, particularly on the
of No. 94, 50¢ sharp A. These quantities Third Panama issue (used for Canal Zone
and others can be compared with the 61,296 Nos. 1, 15, 18, 19).
sets sold of the 1930 United States' Graf
The Canal Zone overprint was always apZeppelin issue. In fact 16 Canal Zone regu- plied under the closest supervision of either
lar issue stamps of this period are rarer than the Canal Zone government or the American
the 1930 Graf Zeppelin issue!
Bank Note Company during the period
The fifth period partially overlaps the pre- when the basic stamps of Panama were
vious one. In this period the Bureau of En- used. The overprint was applied by the
graving and Printing prepared specially en- Bureau of Engraving and Printing in Washgraved designs for the Canal Zone. Many ington beginning in 1924. During this
of these issues are both artistic and of his- period the Bureau had extremely high stantorical interest. The 1939 Anniversary issue dards of inspection. It was inevitable that
and some recent issues printed by the Giori some errors were made in overprinting
press are especially beautiful.
millions of stamps and some of these were
The relatively small quantities issued of not found upon inspection. These are the
n1any of the major Canal Zone numbers is errors that exist in collections today. It is

Panama - United States Treaty

Negotiations between Panama and the
United States for a new treaty on the Panama Canal have been reported in the newspapers for some time. Although it may be
some time before a treaty is agreed upon
and ratified by both sides, philatelists will be
interested in the provisions regarding the
post office. At the present time, among the
points of agreement according to the Canal
Zone Star and Herald is that, three years
after the approval of the new treaty, Panama
will assume jurisdiction over that territory.
The Canal Zone postal service would not
function after that date and Canal Zone
postage stamps would no longer be sold or
issued.
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interesting to note that the number of errors
per stamp is not greatly different for the
Bureau stamps than for the earlier American
Bank Note overprints or those made by the
Canal Zone government. It must be assumed
that they all did as careful a job as was
possible at the time.
The most common type of error that occurred at the Bureau was to place fue overprint away from its correct position on the
pane. This resulted in pairs, one wifuout
overprint as well as ZONE CANAL errors
from the misplaced overprint. This could
also result in ZONE only or CANAL only
at the edges of the pane. Other errors occurred when fuere was actually an error on fue
overprint plate itself. The Bureau inserted
an inverted ZONE in one plate, an inverted
CANAL in another, and even once had a
ZONE CANAL in one position of one plate.
Only one pane ever left fue Bureau wifu
fue overprint inverted; one pane of No. 86
had an inverted overprint on 90 stamps and
no overprint on the remaining ten stamps.
CANAL ZONE inverted overprints were
more common on the Panama issues, probably because the normal CANAL ZONE
overprint read either up or down; fuus it
was more difficult to notice fuat it was reading in the wrong direction when an error
was made.
The study of fue errors and varieties of
the issues of 1904 - 1906 can be quite fascinating. One can often determine the particular printing of a stamp by a study of the-'
characteristics of the overprint. In addition
many stamps can be plated, particularly
when they are in a block of four. Some
stamps actually had furee different overprints or surcharges applied: (1) PANAMA
overprint; (2) CANAL ZONE ,overprint; (3}
8 cts surcharge (Scott Nos. 14, 15, 18, 19,
20). Almost any single stamp of these issues
can be plated from the numerous variations
of each of these overprints.
A long and difficult quest is necessary t(}
put together a large collection of Canal
Zone errors. The quantities issued vary
from several fuousand for some of the antique letter varieties of fue 1904 - 1906
issue down to fuose errors where only a
single copy is known. Some are relatively
easy to obtain such as fue ZONE CANAL
error of fue 17¢ sharp A, Scott No. 91c (270
copies). There are a considerable number
of errors for which 100 or more copies were
printed and fuese are obviously fue ones
fuat can usually be found most readily. On
the other hand there are also a considerable
number of Canal Zone errors where 10 or
less copies exist. In some cases errors with
only 10 copies known sell for only a few
hundred dollars. These prices are extremely
low when compared to United States stamps
of comparable rarity and indicate considerable appreciation potential for many Canal
Zone errors.
Covers often show much of fue history
and romance of the Canal Zone. There are
the nineteenth century "Via Panama" covers

I

as reminders of the days when this short cut
was used before the building of the Canal.
There are covers with the early Canal Zone
issues addressed in Chinese for local delivery. There are covers mailed without any
postage from West Indian islands to the
Canal Zone during the early construction
period. These were charged at double the
proper rate for prepaid letters and have
Canal Zone postage due stamps. These letters were sent to the Canal workers by their
relatives back home who were too poor
even to pay the postage on the letters. From

the earliest days of the Canal up to the
present the maritime covers tell the story
of the various ships that have passed
through the Canal.
We conclude by mentioning just a few
of the other possible areas of collecting
which include precancels (all from Cristobal), Christmas seals, and post office seals.
The eariest postal stationery was overprinted
on Panama envelopes and postal cards.
Later United States envelopes were overprinted. There was a brief period in 1924
when rather crude envelopes and postal

cards were printed in the Canal Zone. In
more recent times the Canal Zone has had
its own specially designed postal stationery
with various surcharges applied to take care
of the rate changes. Overprint errors exist
on the postal stationery just as on the postage stmps. A number of proofs' of stamps
issued by the Bureau of Engraving and
Printing are known in philatelic hands.
Choose your own specialty and enjoy
collecting one country that has never taken
advantage of philatelists-Canal Zone.

Fig. 54. No. 18. PANAMA overprint at angle.
of the PANAMA reading down can be seen
that normally prints on Pos. 51.
Fig. 51. No. 18. Antique ZONE, wrong font P, and misplaced entry.
The third setting of the 8 cts surcharge,
so that one PANAMA appears in the margin the fifth stage of the CANAL ZONE overThird Series of 1904-1906
(the one PANAMA that reads down in the print, and the third issue of the PANAMA
By Gilbert N. Plass
setting) and the two lower stamps have the overprint were used for Scott No. 19. Five
(Continued from page 32)
variety CZSG No. 18.4, two PANAMAs different varieties of the antique letters
close
together. Since the PANAMA reading (Scott Nos. 19a and 19b, CZSG Nos. 1ge,
The second setting of the 8 cts surcharge
]9f. and 199) occur on the fifth stage. The
was used for Scott No. 18. An example of a down is printed 'in the margin, it is easy to va;iety-ZONE ~tique (Scott No: 19b) is
see
that
the
first
A
is
only
partially
printed,
philatelic cover of the period prepared by
shown in Fig. 55. This block is from Pos.
J. C. Perry is shown in Fig. 51. It is franked which usually occurs with this variety.
47, 48, 57, 58 and the ZONE antique vaCZSG
No.
18.7,
The
stamp
with
no
bar,
with a block of four and sent by registered
riety is on Pos. 48. The two bottom stamps
mail from Ancon to Boston. This block is is shown in Fig. 53; this is due to the
of the block have PANAMA 16 mm long
PANAMA
overprint
being
printed
too
high
from Pas. 48, 49, 58, 59 and has a number
(CZSG
No. 19.1) and in addition have the
of interesting varieties. ZONE in antique on the lower half pane. This stamp is from two PANAMAs close together on one side
Pas.
99;
since
it
is
the
bottom
row
of
the
type is on Pas. 48 and P in wrong font on
of the stamp due to a shift of the overprint
the right PANAMA is on Pos. 49. The most sheet, there was no bar from a lower posito the left. The PANAMA overprint was
tion
on
the
setting
to
print
on
this
stamp.
interesting variety though is a misplaced
placed too far to the right on the upper half
entry of the basic 50c stamp in Pas. 59,
pane and too far to the left on the lower,
which is entered too low and too far to the
as shown by this block which has stamps
left.
from the bottom row of the upper half pane
The variety PANAMA reading down on
and the top row of the lower half pane.
left and up on right, Scott No. 18b, occurs
on Pas. 1 and 51. This occurs in the block
in Fig. 52, which is from Pas. 41, 42, 51, 52.

Fig. 53. CZSG No. 18.7. No bar.

Fig. 52. No. 18b. PANAMA down and up.
The PANAMA overprint was applied normally to the upper half sheet, but was
shifted to the left on the lower half sheet

This stamp also clearly shows the variety
wrong font P in right PANAMA; the P is
too large and clearly of a different shape
than the usual one.
The PANAMA overprint on one lower
half pane was applied at an angle as shown
in Fig. 54. The block on the right is from
Pas. 71, 72, 81, 82. The block from the left
is from Pas. 31, 32, 41, 42. The two lower
stamps of the latter block show the diagonal
bar coming up from the lower half pane. At
the bottom of the lower left stamp, the P
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Fig. 55. No. 19b and CZSG No. 19.1
The variety N of CANAL in antique type
(CZSG No. 199) is shown in Fig. 56. It is

interesting to note that this N was inserted
(Continued

on page 8)
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President's Report (Continued

from page 1)

in fine shape. Very choice material indeed."
"It appears that there was· intensive interest
in high quality stamps." "I am looking forward to next year's sale."
A few statistics on the Fourth Mail Sale:
There were 261 bidders of whom 177 (68%)
were successful; total realization amounted
to $22,758 which is 84%of catalog and estimated values ($27,108). Two lots were returned ( $18) for incorrect descriptions.
After accounting for the 2 returned lots, 66
lots which received no bids, and 6 lots
which were withdrawn, there were 914 lots
sold-our biggest sale yet. Vendors were
charged a commission of 11% and the net
proceeds of $1,725 was credited to the Publication Fund. A list of prices' realized is
still available by writing me and enclosing
a stamped addressed envelope. The next
mail sale will be in the capable hands of
the New Jersey Auction Committee headed
by George Stilwell; elsewhere in this CZP
you will find a preliminary notice.
Balloting for new (?) officers and directors is concluded and you will be stuck with
the old staff for another two year period,
but we do have a new set of directors; R. D.
Bates, G. Brewster, and H. W. Cassibry. I
am happy to report that Gilbert N. Plass
will continue as Editor of the CZP. And my
thanks to all of you who voted along with
sending in your dues so promtpJy.
Interphil '76 ... Read GeOrge Stilwell's
column covering this major event. I might
add that the CZSG is donating an award: a
Crystal Decanter with etched Seal of the
Canal Zone Study Group. This object d'art
has been accepted by the Interphil Awards
Committee and will be awarded in accordance with F.I.P. rules. Don't forget to stop
by the CZSG Lounge when you come to
Interphil '76 - - see you there! I ! I

Post Office Seals
In the last issue we mentioned that there
is a new printing of the Canal Zone Post
Office seals which are rouletted 5 and thus
are a major variety. In the previous issues
of this type of seal, the paper used had a
watermark in the center of the sheet so that
a certain fraction of the seals were printed
on watermarked paper. We have now determined with the help of David Rose and
Bob Stevens that the new seals are printed
on unw'atermarked paper. This paper is
cheaper and the government is trying to reduce costs. Thus there will be no watermarked examples of the rouletted seals.

Great Events in US History
Laos has issued a set of stamps' in honor
of the Bicentenary of the United States.
These show the "ten greatest events in
United States history." One of the ten
chosen was the digging of the Panama Canal
which is shown on the 150k value. Has the
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Canal Zone ever before been honored on a
foreign postage stamp other than those of
Panama and the United States? Let your
Editor know if you can think of any other
examples.

New Stamps

We first announced in our last issue that
there would be a new 13¢ stamp showing
the dipper dredge "Casadas". This stamp
was issued on February 23, 1976. At the
same time a new 13¢ envelope was issued
in the same design as the 8¢die (Scott No.
U20 ), but printed in purple.
It is planned to issue a new 17¢ airmail
stamp, since mail from the Canal Zone to
the United States still has to be paid at this
rate to receive airmail treatment. The stamp
will be in the same design as the current
series and will be printed in salmon and
black. A 17¢ airmail envelope will be issued in the current design (as Scott No.
UC8) and will be printed in blue. A l¢
surcharge will be added to the 8¢ postal
cards to make the new rate of 9¢ and a 6¢
surcharge will be added to the same 8¢
postal cards to make the new airmail rate
of 14¢. The first day sale of these items has
not been set at press time.
The press release from the Canal Zone
gives the following information about the
subject of the new 13¢ stamp. The Cascadas, a 15 cu. yd. dipper dredge built by
the Bucyrus Company of New York, joined
the digging fleet9f the .PanaQ1a~G~nal on
October 31, 1915. Since her commission, she
has performed beyond all expectations in
keeping the Panama Canal open to twoway ship traffic. Her most memorable feat
occurred on February 18, 1916, when she
excavated and loaded into dump scows on
that day a total of 23,305 cu. yds. of rock
and earth. This achievement was believed
to be a world record for a day's work by
any kind of excavating machine in hard material. The Cascadas plays an integral part
of the Panama Canal Company's dredging
program for maintaining required Canal
depths. The design is based on a painting
by the local artist Mr. Alwyn Sprague.

J. Howard Rossbach
J. Howard Rossbach, a long standing
member of the CZSG, died on September
3, 1975 at the age of 61. His interest in
Canal Zone and Panamanian stamps began
while he served in the Army. He was stationed in the Canal Zone during World War
II and discharged as a Lt. Colonel, having
enlisted as a private. He was a contributor
to both legal and philatelic publications (see
CZP, Vol. 4, p. 23, 1968). He served as
Attorney-in-Chief for the Legal Aid Society
in New York City, as an S.E.C. Commissioner, and as a judge of four New York Courts.
He was known for his charm, humor, and
ready willingness to be helpful at all times.
Judge Rossbach's scholarly approach imd
special warmth will be sorely missed by all
who had the privilege of knowing him.
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INTERPIDL '76
The Canal Zone Study Group will have
a lounge at INTERPHlL '76 in Philadelphia
from May 29 until June 6, 1976. All members and friends are cordially invited to visit
with other members. Richard Salz, Gilbert
Plass, and the other officers plan to be there
and wish to meet with all who attend the
show.
There will be several Canal Zone exhibits
with material of interest to all. Many great
Canal Zone rarities will be shown for the
first time in many years. A CZSG meeting
will be held on Monday May 31, 1976 at
2 PM. All are invited.
It would be in the best interest of the
CZSG to have one or two members at the
lounge at all times to welcome other members, answer questions, and passout applications and copies of CZP to prospective
members. We are asking any member who
will be at the show to offer a few hours of
his time to help run our lounge. This can be
broken up into three groups each day: opening time until 1 PM; 1 PM until 5 PM; 5
PM until closing.
Please send a note to George F. Stilwell,
377 Rolling Rock Rd., Mountainside, N. J.
07092, with the time and date that you
would like to help your group at INTERPHIL '76.

Thanks
All members should have received the
.new~;n.d~xtQ......GZP._ The time-consuming job
of compiling and typing this information
was done by Gary Weiss and Richard Salz.
We owe them a vote of thanks for giving us
this very useful item.
We also wish to thank Col. James DeVoss
who personally mails all copies of the CZP
from State College, Pa. and keeps the plates
with our members' addresses current.

No. 31 with Narrow Spacing

Lawson P. Entwistle has submitted a
copy of Scott No. 31, 1¢ Type I, with a 8.5
mm spacing between CANAL and ZONE.
This spacing has not been reported before.
Can anyone else find an example? He also
points out that there was extensive recutting
of the frame lines of the basic stamps for
Scott Nos. 22 - 24 as well as plate scratches
and weak transfers. A detailed study of
these varieties could be profitably done.

PANAMA
1887·1928
On Scott's Specialized Pages
125 Stamps - Few Duplicates
Used and Unused
1973 Catalog Value
$67.00
Net $20.00

John Phoenix .. CZSG 106
2505 Fulton Avenue
Davenport, Iowa 52803

Third Series (Continued

from page 5)

too far to the right. This block is from Pos.
65, 66, 75, 76. The antique N is in Pos. 65.
This block confirms that the 8 cts surcharge
was applied from a plate that was 5 across;
the plate was also 10 down, but this is not
shown by this particular block. The 8 cts
surcharge on the left stamps was clearly
printed in a different operation than that on
the right stamps, as shown by its very different placing on the stamps. This block includes the fifth and sixth vertical rows in the
pane of 100.

Fig. 59. No. 19c. 8 cts. double.
Fig. 62. No. 20c. 8 cts. omitted.

Fig, 56. CZSG No. 199.
The variety PANAMA reading down on
left and up on right (Scott No. 19d) occurs
in Pos. 1 and 51. The pair of Fig. 57 is
from Pos. 1 and 2. The variety shows clearly since the PANAMA reading down is
printed in the white margin of the stamp
and also shows the almost missing first A
of PANAMA.

Fig. 60. No. 20. Essay.
(with no Panama overprints) as shown in
Fig.60.
The CANAL ZONE overprint for Scott
No. 20 is from the fifth stage and thus has
the same five varieties of antique letters as
No. 19.
The block in Fig. 61 shows the variety
antique N in CANAL on the bottom left
stamp, Pos. 65. Another interesting variety
in this block (CZSG No. 20.3) is the 3 mm
space between 8 and cts. which occurs on
the fifth and tenth vertical rows of the pane
of 100 and thus on the two left stamps of
this block (Pos. 55 and 65).

Fig. 57. No. 19d. PANAMA down and up.
The pair in Fig. 58 shows several varieties. The part imprint indicates that this pair
is from Pos. 41 and 42. Pos. 42 has an antique L in CANAL (CZSG No. 19f) as well
two PANAMAs close together due to overprint shifted to right (CZSG No. 19.4). Pos.
41 has only one PANAMA (CZSG No. 19.3).

Fig. 58. CZSG No. 19£, 19.3, 19.4.
The error 8 cts double is only known with
the second surcharge quite weak (Scott No.
19c). An example is shown in Fig. 59. The
left stamps of the block have the error. The
upper left stamp shown is from Pos. 41 and
the stamp below it combines the error of
the 8 cts double surcharge with PANAMA
reading down and up.
The fourth setting of the 8 cts surcharge
was used for Scott No. 20. The type was
the same as on the third setting, but a period was added. A stamp described by early
writers as an essay is known with the 8 cts
surcharge on the 1O¢ stamp of Panama

Fig. 61. CZSG No. 20£ and 20.3.
The surcharge 8 cts. was omitted on the
right half of one pane. This is Scott No. 20c.
The block in Fig. 62 is also from Pos. 55,
56, 65, 66 and has the 8 cts. omitted from
the two right hand stamps. As in the previous block, it also has the varieties antique
N in CANAL on Pos. 65 and the wide space
between 8 and cts. on the two left hand
stamps.
The variety PAMANA at left, CZSG No.
20.1, is shown in Fig. 63. It occurs in Pos.
59, which corresponds to the upper left
hand stamp of this block. The two right
stamps have the variety with the wide space
between 8 and cts.
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Fig. 63. CZSG No. 20.1. PAMANA
The stamp with no bar, CZSG No. 20.6,
due to a vertically shifted overprint is shown
in Fig. 64. This stamp is from Pos. 91.
The variety PANAMA reading down and
up, CZSG No. 20.8, due to a horizontally
shifted overprint, is shown in Fig. 65. This
stamp is from Pos. 58. Because of the
shifted overprint, this single stamp has the
varieties normally found in both Pos. 58 and
59! The PANAMA reading down (normally
the right PANAMA of Pos. 58) has the N
of PANAMA with a double diagonal stroke.
The PAMANA error occurs reading up on
this stamp (normally the left PANAMA of
Pos.59).

Fig. 64. CZSG No. 20.6. No bar.

Fig. 65. CZSG No. 20.8.

